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The Power of a Single Story Oct 29 2022 For many generations, stories have been an expression of thought, culture, and entertainment. From folklores to tales shared under
the moonlight, one thing rings true: Stories show us where we've been, tell us where we are, and point us to paths uncharted. The 'single story' is often used to depict an
incomplete narrative or stereotype. Nonetheless, the author commends it as a powerful prototype which can trigger life-changing conversations. "The Power of a Single Story"
is a compendium of short stories guaranteed to keep you glued to its pages. It will evoke familiar emotions as you find yourself in these raw stories of faith and despair, family
and betrayal, love and forgiveness.
Bad Feminist Aug 03 2020 'Pink is my favourite colour. I used to say my favourite colour was black to be cool, but it is pink – all shades of pink. If I have an accessory, it is
probably pink. I read Vogue, and I’m not doing it ironically, though it might seem that way. I once live-tweeted the September issue.' In these funny and insightful essays,
Roxane Gay takes us through the journey of her evolution as a woman (Sweet Valley High) of colour (The Help) while also taking readers on a ride through culture of the last
few years (Girls, Django in Chains) and commenting on the state of feminism today (abortion, Chris Brown). The portrait that emerges is not only one of an incredibly
insightful woman continually growing to understand herself and our society, but also one of our culture. Bad Feminist is a sharp, funny and sincere look at the ways in which
the culture we consume becomes who we are, and an inspiring call-to-arms of all the ways we still need to do better.
Ready Player One Aug 23 2019 PRE-ORDER NOW - READY PLAYER TWO: THE SEQUEL ______________________ THE BOOK BEHIND THE MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE DIRECTED BY STEVEN SPIELBERG Now available for the first time in a beautiful hardback edition, perfect for hardcore fans and collectors A world at stake. A
quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? It's the year 2044, and the real world has become an ugly place. We're out of oil. We've wrecked the climate. Famine, poverty, and
disease are widespread. Like most of humanity, Wade Watts escapes this depressing reality by spending his waking hours jacked into the OASIS, a sprawling virtual utopia
where you can be anything you want to be, where you can live and play and fall in love on any of ten thousand planets. And like most of humanity, Wade is obsessed by the
ultimate lottery ticket that lies concealed within this alternate reality: OASIS founder James Halliday, who dies with no heir, has promised that control of the OASIS - and his
massive fortune - will go to the person who can solve the riddles he has left scattered throughout his creation. For years, millions have struggled fruitlessly to attain this prize,
knowing only that the riddles are based in the culture of the late twentieth century. And then Wade stumbles onto the key to the first puzzle. Suddenly, he finds himself pitted
against thousands of competitors in a desperate race to claim the ultimate prize, a chase that soon takes on terrifying real-world dimensions - and that will leave both Wade and
his world profoundly changed. ____________________________________ If you loved READY PLAYER ONE and can't wait for more, check out ARMADA, Ernest
Cline's geek masterpiece! 'Wildly original and stuffed with irresistible nostalgia, Ready Player One is a spectacularly genre-busting, ambitious, and charming debut'
Independent 'Part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all heart' CNN 'Ernest Cline's novel deserves to be a modern classic' SciFiNow 'Gorgeously geeky, superbly
entertaining, this really is a spectacularly successful debut' Daily Mail
Storytelling for Social Justice Feb 09 2021 Through accessible language and candid discussions, Storytelling for Social Justice explores the stories we tell ourselves and each
other about race and racism in our society. Making sense of the racial constructions expressed through the language and images we encounter every day, this book provides
strategies for developing a more critical understanding of how racism operates culturally and institutionally in our society. Using the arts in general, and storytelling in
particular, the book examines ways to teach and learn about race by creating counter-storytelling communities that can promote more critical and thoughtful dialogue about
racism and the remedies necessary to dismantle it in our institutions and interactions. Illustrated throughout with examples drawn from contemporary movements for change,
high school and college classrooms, community building and professional development programs, the book provides tools for examining racism as well as other issues of
social justice. For every facilitator and educator who has struggled with how to get the conversation on race going or who has suffered through silences and antagonism, the
innovative model presented in this book offers a practical and critical framework for thinking about and acting on stories about racism and other forms of injustice. This new
edition includes: Social science examples, in addition to the arts, for elucidating the storytelling model; Short essays by users that illustrate some of the ways the storytelling
model has been used in teaching, training, community building and activism; Updated examples, references and resources.
Reversing Sail Oct 05 2020 Captures the essential political, cultural, social, and economic developments that shaped the black experience.
...y no se lo trago la tierra / ...And the Earth Did Not Devour Him Jun 01 2020
The Bear That Wasn't Apr 30 2020 A hibernating bear awakens to find himself smack dab in the middle of a sprawling industrial complex where people think he's just a silly
man who wears a fur coat. 46 illustrations.
We Are Meant to Rise Sep 23 2019 A brilliant and rich gathering of voices on the American experience of this past year and beyond, from Indigenous writers and writers of
color from Minnesota In this significant collection, Indigenous writers and writers of color bear witness to one of the most unsettling years in the history of the United States.
Essays and poems vividly reflect and comment on the traumas we endured in 2020, beginning with the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, deepened by the blatant
murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis police officers and the uprisings that immersed our city into the epicenter of passionate, worldwide demands for justice. In inspired
and incisive writing these contributors speak unvarnished truths not only to the original and pernicious racism threaded through the American experience but also to the deeply
personal, in essays about family, loss, food culture, economic security, and mental health. Their call and response is united here to rise and be heard. We Are Meant to Rise
lifts up the astonishing variety of BIPOC writers in Minnesota. From authors with international reputations to newly emerging voices, it features people from many cultures,
including Indigenous Dakota and Anishinaabe, African American, Hmong, Somali, Afghani, Lebanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese, Puerto Rican, Colombian, Mexican,
transracial adoptees, mixed race, and LGBTQ+ perspectives. Most of the contributors have participated in More Than a Single Story, a popular and insightful conversation
series in Minneapolis that features Indigenous and people of color speaking on what most concerns their communities. We Are Meant to Rise meets the events of the day, the
year, the centuries before, again and again, with powerful testament to the intrinsic and unique value of the human voice. Contributors: Suleiman Adan, Mary Moore Easter,
Louise Erdrich, Anika Fajardo, Safy-Hallan Farah, Said Farah, Sherrie Fernandez-Williams, Pamela R. Fletcher Bush, Shannon Gibney, Kathryn Haddad, Tish Jones, Ezekiel
Joubert III, Douglas Kearney, Ed Bok Lee, Ricardo Levins Morales, Arleta Little, Resmaa Menakem, Tess Montgomery, Ahmad Qais Munhazim, Melissa Olson, Alexs Pate,
Bao Phi, Mona Susan Power, Samantha Sencer-Mura, Said Shaiye, Erin Sharkey, Sun Yung Shin, Michael Torres, Diane Wilson, Kao Kalia Yang, and Kevin Yang.
Monoculture Apr 23 2022 Winner of the 2011 George Orwell Award. One of The Atlantic's top psychology books of 2011. As human beings, we've always told stories:
stories about who we are, where we come from, and where we're going. Now imagine that one of those stories is taking over the others, narrowing our diversity and creating a
monoculture. Because of the rise of the economic story, six areas of your world - your work, your relationships with others and the environment, your community, your
physical and spiritual health, your education, and your creativity - are changing, or have already changed, in subtle and not-so-subtle ways. And because how you think shapes
how you act, the monoculture isn't just changing your mind - it's changing your life. In Monoculture, F.S. Michaels draws on extensive research and makes surprising
connections among disciplines to take a big-picture look at how one story is changing everything. Her research and writing have been supported by the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada, the Killam Trusts, and regional and municipal arts councils. Michaels has an MBA, and lives and writes in British Columbia.
Dear Ijeawele, or a Feminist Manifesto in Fifteen Suggestions Apr 11 2021 From the best-selling author of Americanah and We Should All Be Feminists comes a powerful
new statement about feminism today – written as a letter to a friend.
One Story, One Song Sep 04 2020 A new collection of warm, wise and inspiring stories from the author of the bestselling One Native Life. Since its publication in 2008,
readers and reviewers have embraced Richard Wagamese’s One Native Life. “In quiet tones and luminous language,” wrote the Winnipeg Free Press, “Wagamese shares his
hurts and joys, inviting readers to find the ways in which they are joined to him and to consider how they might be joined to others.” In this new book, Richard Wagamese
again invites readers to accompany him on his travels. This time his focus is on stories: how they shape us, how they empower us, how they change our lives. Ancient and
contemporary, cultural and spiritual, funny and sad, the tales are grouped according to the four essential principles Ojibway traditional teachers sought to impart: humility,
trust, introspection and wisdom.
Design of Structures to Resist the Effects of Atomic Weapons, Single-story Frame Buildings Dec 27 2019

The Great Mental Models: General Thinking Concepts Aug 27 2022 The old saying goes, ''To the man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail.'' But anyone who has done
any kind of project knows a hammer often isn't enough. The more tools you have at your disposal, the more likely you'll use the right tool for the job - and get it done right.
The same is true when it comes to your thinking. The quality of your outcomes depends on the mental models in your head. And most people are going through life with little
more than a hammer. Until now. The Great Mental Models: General Thinking Concepts is the first book in The Great Mental Models series designed to upgrade your thinking
with the best, most useful and powerful tools so you always have the right one on hand. This volume details nine of the most versatile, all-purpose mental models you can use
right away to improve your decision making, productivity, and how clearly you see the world. You will discover what forces govern the universe and how to focus your efforts
so you can harness them to your advantage, rather than fight with them or worse yet- ignore them. Upgrade your mental toolbox and get the first volume today. AUTHOR
BIOGRAPHY Farnam Street (FS) is one of the world's fastest growing websites, dedicated to helping our readers master the best of what other people have already figured
out. We curate, examine and explore the timeless ideas and mental models that history's brightest minds have used to live lives of purpose. Our readers include students,
teachers, CEOs, coaches, athletes, artists, leaders, followers, politicians and more. They're not defined by gender, age, income, or politics but rather by a shared passion for
avoiding problems, making better decisions, and lifelong learning. AUTHOR HOME Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
The Cave Girl (????) Nov 25 2019 The creature dodged back, and the blow that would have crushed its skull grazed a hairbreadth from its face. Waldo struck no second blow,
and the cold sweat sprang to his forehead when he realized how nearly he had come to murdering a young girl. "I crave your pardon," he said. "I had no idea that there was a
lady here. I am very glad that I did not injure you." But now his attention was required by more pressing affairs -- the cave men were returning to the attack. . . .
How Infants Know Minds Jun 13 2021 "Most psychologists claim that we begin to develop a “theory of mind”—some basic ideas about other people’s minds—at age two or
three, by inference, deduction, and logical reasoning. But does this mean that small babies are unaware of minds? That they see other people simply as another (rather dynamic
and noisy) kind of object? This is a common view in developmental psychology. Yet, as this book explains, there is compelling evidence that babies in the first year of life can
tease, pretend, feel self-conscious, and joke with people. Using observations from infants’ everyday interactions with their families, Vasudevi Reddy argues that such early
emotional engagements show infants’ growing awareness of other people’s attention, expectations, and intentions. Reddy deals with the persistent problem of “other minds” by
proposing a “second-person” solution: we know other minds if we can respond to them. And we respond most richly in engagement with them. She challenges psychology’s
traditional “detached” stance toward understanding people, arguing that the most fundamental way of knowing minds—both for babies and for adults—is through engagement
with them. According to this argument the starting point for understanding other minds is not isolation and ignorance but emotional relation."
One Story a Day May 12 2021
Africa's Media Image in the 21st Century Jan 20 2022 Africa’s Media Image in the 21st Century is the first book in over twenty years to examine the international media’s
coverage of sub-Saharan Africa. It brings together leading researchers and prominent journalists to explore representation of the continent, and the production of that image,
especially by international news media. The book highlights factors that have transformed the global media system, changing whose perspectives are told and the forms of
media that empower new voices. Case studies consider questions such as: how has new media changed whose views are represented? Does Chinese or diaspora media offer
alternative perspectives for viewing the continent? How do foreign correspondents interact with their audiences in a social media age? What is the contemporary role of charity
groups and PR firms in shaping news content? They also examine how recent high profile events and issues been covered by the international media, from the Ebola crisis, and
Boko Haram to debates surrounding the "Africa Rising" narrative and neo-imperialism. The book makes a substantial contribution by moving the academic discussion beyond
the traditional critiques of journalistic stereotyping, Afro-pessimism, and ‘darkest Africa’ news coverage. It explores the news outlets, international power dynamics, and
technologies that shape and reshape the contemporary image of Africa and Africans in journalism and global culture.
The Thing Around Your Neck Mar 22 2022 From the Orange Prize-winning author of ‘Half of a Yellow Sun’ come twelve dazzling stories that turn a penetrating eye on the
ties that bind men and women, parents and children, Nigeria and the West.
A Moonless, Starless Sky Sep 16 2021 'Absolutely essential reading, period' Alexandra Fuller, bestselling author of Don't Lets Go to the Dogs Tonight WINNER of the 2018
PEN Open Book Award In the tradition of Behind the Beautiful Forevers, this is a masterful, humane work of literary journalism by New Yorker staff writer Alexis Okeowo a vivid narrative of Africans who are courageously resisting their continent's wave of fundamentalism. In A Moonless, Starless Sky Okeowo weaves together four narratives
that form a powerful tapestry of modern Africa: a young couple, kidnap victims of Joseph Kony's LRA; a Mauritanian waging a lonely campaign against modern-day slavery;
a women's basketball team flourishing amid war-torn Somalia; and a vigilante who takes up arms against the extremist group Boko Haram. This debut book by one of
America's most acclaimed young journalists illuminates the inner lives of ordinary people doing the extraordinary - lives that are too often hidden, underreported, or ignored
by the rest of the world.
Half of a Yellow Sun May 24 2022 THE WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR FICTION ‘WINNER OF WINNERS’ Winner of the Orange Broadband Prize for Fiction 2007, this is a
heartbreaking, exquisitely written literary masterpiece
When the World Was Black Part One Jan 08 2021 When the World Was Black: The Untold History of the World’s First Civilizations (Volume Two of The Science of Self
series) has been published in TWO parts. Why two? Because there are far too many stories that remain untold. We had over 200,000 years of Black history to tell – from the
southern tip of Chile to the northernmost isles of Europe – and you can’t do that justice in a 300-page book. So there are two parts, each consisting of 360 pages of
groundbreaking history, digging deep into the story of all the world’s original people. Part One covers the Black origins of all the world’s oldest cultures and societies,
spanning more than 200,000 years of human history. Part Two tells the stories of the Black men and women who introduced urban civilization to the world over the last 20,000
years, up to the time of European contact. Each part has over 100 helpful maps, graphs, and photos, an 8-page full-color insert in the center, and over 300 footnotes and
references for further research. “In this book, you’ll learn about the history of Black people. I don’t mean the history you learned in school, which most likely began with
slavery and ended with the Civil Rights Movement. I’m talking about Black history BEFORE that. Long before that. In this book, we’ll cover over 200,000 years of Black
history. For many of us, that sounds strange. We can’t even imagine what the Black past was like before the slave trade, much less imagine that such a history goes back
200,000 years or more.” “Part Two covers history from 20,000 years ago to the point of European contact. This is the time that prehistoric cultures grew into ancient urban
civilizations, a transition known to historians as the “Neolithic Revolution.”
Design of Structures to Resist the Effects of Atomic Weapons, Single-story Frame Buildings Jan 28 2020
We Should All Be Feminists Jun 25 2022 A personal and powerful essay from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, the bestselling author of Americanah and Half of a Yellow Sun,
based on her 2013 TEDx Talk of the same name.
EdTech Essentials Jul 26 2022 An accessible, practical guide to incorporating the 10 essential EdTech skills and strategies in every learning setting. In a world awash in
technology, what EdTech skills and strategies should educators focus on to ensure they are making the best use of online spaces for classroom learning? How can they
navigate through the overwhelming number of options in digital tools and spaces? How can they guide students in learning best practices? EdTech consultant Monica Burns
answers these and other questions in this powerful and reader-friendly guide to incorporating EdTech across all grade levels and subject areas, and in both distance-learning
and face-to-face environments. Readers will gain practical advice on * Navigating online spaces, * Curating resources, * Introducing opportunities for exploring the world, *
Developing collaboration structures, * Providing time and space to create learning products, * Assessing students, * Creating opportunities for sharing, * Connecting student
work to relevant audiences, * Developing transferable skills, and * Planning for tech-rich learning experiences. Each chapter explains why the skill or strategy is essential,
including supporting research, classroom examples, guiding questions for planning and reflection, and suggested websites and digital tools for classroom use. The book also
includes access to downloadable forms to help you set goals, assess your progress, and build your EdTech tool belt. Timely, accessible, and informed by the author's
experience and expertise, EdTech Essentials is a must-read for educators who want proven ways to prepare their students to be productive, responsible users of technology
both within and outside the classroom.
Holocaust and Human Behavior Mar 30 2020 Holocaust and Human Behavior uses readings, primary source material, and short documentary films to examine the challenging
history of the Holocaust and prompt reflection on our world today
Americanah Dec 07 2020 SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILEYâe(tm)S WOMENâe(tm)S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2014. From the award-winning author of âe~Half of a
Yellow Sun,âe(tm) a powerful story of love, race and identity. As teenagers in Lagos, Ifemelu and Obinze fall in love. Their Nigeria is under military dictatorship, and people
are fleeing the country if they can. The self-assured Ifemelu departs for America. There she suffers defeats and triumphs, finds and loses relationships, all the while feeling the
weight of something she never thought of back home: race. Obinze had hoped to join her, but post-9/11 America will not let him in, and he plunges into a dangerous,
undocumented life in London. Thirteen years later, Obinze is a wealthy man in a newly democratic Nigeria, while Ifemelu has achieved success as a blogger. But after so long
apart and so many changes, will they find the courage to meet again, face to face? Fearless, gripping, spanning three continents and numerous lives, the National Book Critics
Circle Award-winning âe~Americanahâe(tm) is a richly told story of love and expectation set in todayâe(tm)s globalized world.
The Explorer's Daughter Nov 06 2020 For the first two years of her life Kari Herbert lived with her mother and father, the explorer Sir Wally Herbert, among the Inuit people
in the vast snowy wastes of the High Arctic. Her first words were Inuktun, her first friends the children of hunters and the pull of the place and its people lured the family back
several times during her childhood. Then in 2002 she returned to the Arctic alone. She met her childhood friends again, remembered the exhilaration of sledging with dogs
across the ice and remembered the language and faces of her early years. She also encountered alarming changes: the uneasy coexistence of modern life and ancient traditions,
and of the hopes and tragedy at the heart of this extraordinary and yet deeply familiar community. place of family memories and of savage beauty, where her friends still hunt
and eat whale meat; and where she rediscovers a compelling world where light and darkness dominate life.
A History of the United States and Its People Feb 21 2022
Visual Arts with Young Children Feb 27 2020 Featuring the work of leading scholar-practitioners, Visual Arts with Young Children raises critical questions about the situated
nature of the visual arts and its education in early childhood. Innovative chapters explore the relationship of place to art practice and pedagogy, culturally-responsive and

justice-oriented perspectives, as well as critical and reconceptualist approaches to materials, technology and media. Ideal for researchers and students of both early childhood
education and arts integration programs, this volume is an essential step towards a deeper understanding of how visual arts are understood, valued and practiced in the early
years.
A Passage To Africa Jul 14 2021 As a five-year-old, George Alagiah emigrated with his family to Ghana - the first African country to attain independence from the British
Empire. A PASSAGE TO AFRICA is Alagiah's shattering catalogue of atrocities crafted into a portrait of Africa that is infused with hope, insight and outrage. In vivid and
evocative prose and with a fine eye for detail Alagiah's viewpoint is spiked with the freshness of the young George on his arrival in Ghana, the wonder with which he recounts
his first impressions of Africa and the affection with which he dresses his stories of his early family life. A sense of possibility lingers, even though the book is full of
uncomfortable truths. It is a book neatly balanced on his integrity and sense of obligation in his role as a writer and reporter. The shock of recognition is always there, but it is
the personal element that gives A PASSAGE TO AFRICA its originality. Africa becomes not only a group of nations or a vast continent, but an epic of individual pride and
suffering.
All About Jesus: The Single Story from Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John Sep 28 2022 Who was Jesus? What did he say? What did he do? This book puts together the
story of Jesus’ life and message told by the people who knew him best as recorded in the four Gospels of the Bible—Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Although the words
were written over 2000 years ago, his message of peace, hope, love, and forgiveness still resonates with people today. All About Jesus combines the four reports of Jesus’ life
into a single story from beginning to end, using the easy-to-read text of the NIrV Bible. Take a new look at Jesus— his life, his miracles, and his teachings—and to come to
your own conclusions about the carpenter from Nazareth. Produced in collaboration with the International Bible Society (now Biblica).
More Than a Single Story Dec 19 2021 An educator for more than 14 years, Tracy McMillan Stokes, M.Ed.has a passion to empower others to live "on purpose". She is a
native of Dayton, Ohio and graduated from Wright State University with a B.A. In Sociology and a Master's of Education in Higher Education Administration. More Than a
Single Story is the first published writing project for Tracy. More Than a Single Story is her journey of triumph, achievement, and forgiveness! Using poetry, storytelling, and
personal reflection activities, you will get a glimpse of the family, friends, and mentors who have encouraged her to Teach, Reach, and Achieve! Be ready to challenge
yourself to think about how you create your own pathway to excellence! It's your time...... Rise Up!
The Penguin Book of Spanish Short Stories Oct 25 2019 This exciting new collection celebrates the richness and variety of the Spanish short story, from the nineteenth century
to the present day. Featuring over fifty stories selected by revered translator Margaret Jull Costa, it blends old favourites and hidden gems - many of which have never before
been translated into English - and introduces readers to surprising new voices as well as giants of Spanish literary culture, from Emilia Pardo Bazán and Leopoldo Alas,
through Mercè Rodoreda and Manuel Rivas, to Ana Maria Matute and Javier Marías. Brimming with romance, horror, history, farce, strangeness and beauty, and showcasing
alluring hairdressers, war defectors, vampiric mothers, and talismanic mandrake roots, the daring and entertaining assortment of tales in The Penguin Book of Spanish Short
Stories will be a treasure trove for readers.
Stylistic Approaches to Nigerian Fiction Mar 10 2021 Drawing on the discipline of stylistics, this book introduces a series of methodological tools and applies them to works
by well-known Nigerian writers, including Abani, Adichie and Okri. In doing so, it demonstrates how attention to form fosters understanding of content in their work, as well
as in African and postcolonial literatures more widely.
What Is America? Jul 22 2019 This patriotic addition to the successful What Is . . .? board book series introduces young children to the United States of America. In this
engaging look at America, MICHELLE MEDLOCK ADAMS introduces little ones to the beliefs and ideals that make America unique. Heartfelt and humorous questions
ponder all of the things that America might be about-the flag, the Fourth of July, the Statue of Liberty. Readers quickly learn that America is about more than symbols and
monuments. It's a land of freedom and democracy where dreams come true. Whimsical artwork and rhyming verse will capture children's imaginations as they explore what
America means to them.
66 Books One Story Jul 02 2020 Every book of the Bible is the breath of God and the plan of salvation spans all of Scripture. In this Bible overview each book of the Bible is
summarised.
One Story Nov 18 2021 Dual graphic narratives by the acclaimed Italian cartoonist demonstrate how the choices our ancestors made dramatically affect generations to come.
Silvano Landi is a successful writer who, at the age of 50, sees his family leave him and his life fall apart. Landi's great-grandfather, Mauro, is an anxious soldier being fed to
the maw of carnage in the First World War. Alternating between past and present, a psych ward and the bloody trenches, and told through complex clues ? a lone gas station,
an apathetic baroness, found love letters, and shifting from scratchy black-and-white to lush watercolors (sometimes on the same page), One Story documents the origins of
pain that serve as the roots of a twisted family tree, and allows the reader to trace the branches.
Working the Past Aug 15 2021 Stories told within institutions play a powerful role, helping to define not only the institution itself, but also its individual members. How do
institutions use stories? How do those stories both preserve the past and shape the future? To what extent does narrative construct both collective and individual identity?
Charlotte Linde's unique and far-reaching study addresses these questions by looking at the interplay of narratives, memory, and identity in a large insurance company. Her
detailed ethnography looks at the role of stories within the institution and how they are employed by its members in both private and group settings. Analyzing the re-telling of
certain key stories, she shows how the formation of "core" stories and their multiple re-tellings and modifications provide a means of formulating and promoting a cohesive
group identity - which in turn shapes the stories and identities of the individuals within the collective. Linde also looks at silences, and how stories not told also convey their
version of the past. Working the Past shows how stories that might otherwise be seen as part of mundane daily life are in fact utterly essential to the formation and maintenance
of individual and group identity. Her original research will appeal to those interested in narrative studies, linguistics, anthropology, sociology, and institutional memory.
Straying from the Single Story Oct 17 2021
This Is Water Jun 20 2019 Only once did David Foster Wallace give a public talk on his views on life, during a commencement address given in 2005 at Kenyon College.
The speech is reprinted for the first time in book form in THIS IS WATER. How does one keep from going through their comfortable, prosperous adult life unconsciously'
How do we get ourselves out of the foreground of our thoughts and achieve compassion' The speech captures Wallace's electric intellect as well as his grace in attention to
others. After his death, it became a treasured piece of writing reprinted in The Wall Street Journal and the London Times, commented on endlessly in blogs, and emailed from
friend to friend. Writing with his one-of-a-kind blend of causal humor, exacting intellect, and practical philosophy, David Foster Wallace probes the challenges of daily living
and offers advice that renews us with every reading.
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